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ON THE RELATION BETWEEN YOUNG'S AND KURZWEIL'S 
CONCEPT OF STIELTJES INTEGRAL 
STEFAN SCHWABIK, Praha 
(Received October 19, 1971) 
The considerations in this paper are limited to the closed interval [a, 6], — oo < 
< a < b < + oo and to finite real functions defined on this interval. For a real 
function g : [a, b\ -* R we denote by varj g the obvious (total) variation of g on 
[a, b]. The set of all real functions g : [a, b] -> -R with varj # < + oo is denoted 
by BV(a, b). 
1, THE RIEMANN AND YOUNG INTEGRALS 
Let 2 be the set of all sequences D = {a0, ax, ..., afc} of points in the interval [a, b] 
such that 
(1.1) a = a0 < a t < ... < afc = b . 
We consider finite sequences (subdivisions of [a, 6]) B = {a0, T1? a l 9..., Tfc, ak}. For 
a given D = {a0, a l 5 . . . , a k } e 3 we denote by Jf*(D), Jf(D) the sets of all subdivisions 
B = {a0, TA, a l 5..., Tk, afc} such that, respectively, 
(1.2) a) a,..! ^ Ty ^ a y, b) <*J_1 < Tj < ccj 
for all j = 1,2,..., fc. 
On ^ we define the binary relation >- in the following manner: for £>, D' eQ) we 
have £>' >- D if D' is a refinement of D, i.e. if any point ctj from D appears also in £>'. 
If we define |D| = max \ccj — a^.^ for D e 2 then another binary relation > may 
y = i , . . . , k 
be defined on & by IT > D if |D'| = |D|. 
It can be easily shown that (2, >-) and (2, > ) are directed sets. 
Let now be given finite functions / , g : [a, fe] -» £; for every # = {a0, iu a1?... 
..., Tk, a*} satisfying (1,1) and (1,2) a) we put 
( U ) *(*) = £ / ( * ; ) ( « - 0 ( « , - i ) ) -
J = I 
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Definition 1,1. The function f: [a, b] -*- R is Riemann-Stieltjes integrable 
(Riemann-Stieltjes norm integrable) on the interval [a, b] with respect to g : [a, b] -* 
-+ R if there is "a real number I such that to every e > 0 there exists De 2 so that 
| * ( * ) - J | < -
for all Be@*(D) if D> D(D > D). The number I will be denoted by R jafdg 
(NR $afdg)and is called the Riemann-Stieltjes (Riemann-Stieltjes norm) integral 
off with respect to g on [a, b]. 
Supposing that for the function g : [a, b] -> R the limits \im g(s) = g(t+), 
lim g(s) = g(t—) exist for all t e [a, b] (for the endpoints of [a, b] the corresponding 
s -» f -
onesided limits) then we put for/ : [a, ti] -+ R and £ = {a0, TU ..., Tk, ak} satisfying 
(1,1), (1,2) b) 
(1,4) Y(B) - S|y(« i-1)(ff(« i-1+) - *(«,-,) +/(Ti)(flf(«J-) - *(«,-.+)) + 
J = i 
+ /(«1)(^(«1)-^(«1-))] = 
= Z [ / ( a , - t ) A
+^(a,^) + /(T,) (,(«,--) - g(a,^+)) +/(a,) A~g(a,)] = 
I=i 
= z/(«i)M«i) + i/w(«(«i-) - flf«,-!+)) 
I=o i - 1 
where A+#(a,) = #(a,+) - #(a,), A ^ a , ) = g(aj) - g(a,-), j = 1, 2,..., k - 1, 
A+#(b) = A~flf(a) = 0 and A#(a,) = A+#(a,) + A"flf(ai), I = 0, 1, 2,..., k. 
Definition 1,2. If for g : [a, b] -> R the limits g(t+), g(t-) exist for all t e [a, b] 
then the function f: [a, b] -> ~1 is said to be Young (Young norm) integrable on the 
interval [a, b] with respect to g if there is a number I such that to every e > 0 
there exists De 3) so that 
\Y(B)-I\<e 
for all Be 01(D) if D> D(D p D). The number I will be denoted by Yftfdg 
(NYJafdg) and is called the Young integral (Young norm integral) of f with 
respect to g on [a, b]. 
Remark 1,1. From Def. 1,1 and Def. 1,2 it is clear that if NR ftfdg, NYftfdg 
exist then also Rjafdg9 Yjlfdg exist respectively, because evidently D>D' 
implies D > D'. The concept of the Stieltjes type integral from Def. 1,2 is in detail 
described and studied in the book [2] (cf. H.19.3 in [2]). 
In the sequel we suppose that g e BV(a, b). Hence Y(B) from (1,4) is defined, because 
g(t-), g(t+) exist for any t e [a, b]. 
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For the Riemann-Stieltjes integral the following result is known (cf. 11.10.10 in [2] 
or [1]) 
Theorem 1,1. Iff : [a, b] -> R, g e BV(a, b) and R f*fdg exists, then f is bounded 
on a finite number of'closed intervals which are complementary to a finite number 
of open intervals on which the function g is constant. 
In [2] (Theorem 19.3.1 in [2]) the same statement is asserted, R$*fdg being 
replaced by Y ftfdg. Unfortunately, this statement does not hold in general. This 
fact can be demonstrated in the following way: Let g e BV(a, b), g(a) = g(b) = 
= g(t+) = g(t—) for all t e (a, b) (i.e. g is different from a constant on a countable 
set of points in (a, b)). Further letf : [a, b] -» R be an arbitrary finite function. For 
any De @ and B = {a0, xu OLX, ..., xk, ak} e $(D) we have 
n-0 = IA«y)-VK«v) + IA*J)(*(«,-) - *(«;-!+)) = 0 
; = 0 j=l 
because #(«/+) = g(ay~) a nd ^g(a./) = 0. This yields the following. 
Proposition 1,1. Let g e BV(a, b), g(a) = g(b) = g(t+) = #(*-) for all t e (a, b\ 
Then Y j„fdg exists and equals zero for every finite function f : [a, fc] -* .R. 
Example 1,1. Let us define g(\\(k + 1)) = 2~\ k = 1, 2,..., #(r) = 0 for *[0, 1] -
- {l/(k + O}"--- W e Pu t /(! /(* + 0) = 2*>/(°) = A1) = ° a n d w e suppose thatf 
is linear in [±, 1], [l/(fc + 2), l/(fc + 1)], k = 1, 2, . . . The Young integral YJo/dg 
exists by Proposition 1,1 and equals zero by the same Proposition. Any finite number 
of closed intervals which are complementary to a finite number of open intervals on 
which g is constant contains necessarily an interval of the form [0, a], a > 0 on 
which g is not constant and the function f defined above is not bounded. Hence we 
obtain that Theorem 19.3.1 from Chapter II. in [2] is false. 
For the Young integral the following Theorem (an analogue to Theorem 1,1} 
holds: 
Theorem 1,2. If f : [a, b] -> R, g e BV(a, b) and Y^fdg exists, then f is bounded 
on a finite number of closed intervals which are complementary to a finite number 
of open intervals Jf = (ah b^), a( < b(, i = 1, 2,.. . , Z such that g(at+) = g(bt-) = 
= 0(t+) = g(t-)for allteJt, i = 1, 2,..., I. 
Proof. By definition for every e > 0 there exists a 5 e ® such that \Y(B) -
~ YftfM < e for all Be®(D) if D > D. We choose a fixed D = {a0, at .. 
..., ak} e ®, D > D. We have evidently 
|y(B)l • \if(«j)^(«j) + h(h)9(«j~) - *fo-i+))i < \yftfM +« 
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for all B 6 $(D\ i.e. for all Ty e (ay_ l9 ay), j = 1, 2,..., k. Hence there is a constant 
K > 0 (K = | fy( a . ) A<?(ay) + |Y Jfl
h/dg| + s) such that 
(1.5) \h(*j)((i(«j-)-0(«j-i+))\^K 
1=i 
for all Ty e (ay_ lf ay), j = 1, 2,..., k. 
Let us suppose that/is unbounded in some (ay_l9 ay). If g(ay-) -g(<xk-i+) 4= 0 
then/(Ty)(^(ay-) - ^(ay_ t+)) would be arbitrarily large for a suitable choice of 
Tye(ay_1, ay), but this contradicts (1,5). Therefore we have necessarily g(<*j—) = 
= g(<*j-i+) = c9 where c is a constant. Let now a e(ay_1? ay) be given; by the as-
sumption/is not bounded either in (ay_!, a) or in (a, ay). If we add the point a to D 
then we obtain D' = {a0, a l f..., ay_l9 a, ay, OLJ+19 ..., a j e @ where evidently 
D' > D >- D and the same argument as above gives either g(a—) = c or g(a+) = c. 
In this way we obtain that if/ is not bounded in some (ay_l5 ay) then g(xj—) = 
= g(oij-i +) = c and for any a e (ay_l9 ay) we have either g(a+) = c or g(a.—) = c. 
Since we suppose # e £V(a, b), the limits g(f+) and g(t—) exist for any t e (ay_l9 ay) 
and it is a matter of routine to show that g(a+) = g(a —) = c for all a e (ay_l5 ay). 
This proves the Theorem, since the number of intervals (ay_l9 ay) is finite. 
Remark 1,2. Evidently in Theorem 1,2 the assumption g e BV(a9 b) can be replaced 
by the requirement that the limits g(t+) and g(t—) exist for all t e [a, b] (with the 
corresponding onesided limits at the endpoints of [a, b]). 
Corollary 1,1. Let g eBV(a9 b) be given and let Jt = (ai9 b)9 i = 1, 2,.. . , / be 
a finite system of open intervals in [a, b] such that g(at+) = g(bt) — = g(t+) =• 
= 9(t~) holds for all te Jt. If for f: [a, b] -> R the integral Yftfdg exists and 
i 
if f •' [tf> b] -* JR is swcft a function that f(t) = /(*) for all t e [a, b] - U Jf then 
Yjj /d^ exists awd Yj„fdg = Yf*fdg. The same statement holds also for the 
Young norm integral. 
The proof follows easily from the definition of the Young integral and from the 
fact that the term from Y(B) (cf. (1,4)) which corresponds to some [ay_l9 ay] c: Jt 
equals zero for any function / . 
The Young integral is an extension of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral; the following 
theorem holds: 
Theorem 1,3. (cf. II.19.3.3 in [2]). / / / : [a, b] - R9 g e BV(a9 b) and R \
hJ dg 
exists then Y jlfdg exists and the two integrals are equal. (The same holds for the 
norm integrals.) 
In the opposite direction we have the following 
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Theorem 1,4. (cf. II.19.3.4 in [2]). If f: [a, b] -> R, g e BV(ay b) g is continuous 
in [a, b] and Y jbfdg exists then R jbfdg exists and both integrals are equal. The 
same statement is valid for the norm integrals. 
For continuous g e BV(a, b) we can state the following Theorem which is a rever-
sion of the statement given in Remark 1,1. 
Theorem 1,5. Let f: [a, b] -+ R, geBV(a,b),g continuous and let Yjbfdg 
exist. Then NYftfdg exists and Yfifdg = NYjbfdg. 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given. By definition there is a D = {a0, a i , . . . , ak] e 2 such 
that \Y(B') - Yjbafdg\ < e for all B' e ®(D'), D' > D. Regarding Theorem 1,2 and 
Corollary 1,1 we can suppose without any loss of generality that the function / is 
bounded, i.e. |f(f)| g M for all t e [a, b\. If this is not satisfied, then we define the 
function / by Corollary 1,1 so that / is bounded and we work with the integral 
Yftfdg instead of Yjbfdg. 
From the continuity of g at all points a{, i = 1 , . . . , fc we obtain the existence of 
a 5 > 0 such that \g(t) - g(a()\ < ej2Mk provided \t - at\ < 8, i = 1, . . . , fc. 
Let D = {a0, a l 5 . . . , a/} e 2 be an arbitrary subdivision such that \D\ < d and let 
us construct a subdivision D' which is a common refinement of D and D; evidently 
D' > D. For a given B e 38(D) and B' e 0t(D') we give an estimate of \Y(B) - Y(B')\. 
If it occurs that <xj__l < ah+i < ... < ah+mj < ctj then 
SJ = f(*j)(0(*j) ~ 0(*J-I)) = 
= /(T /) (#(*/) ~ 0(ah+m,)) + (9(ah + mj) ~ 0(«» + m,-l)) + " . + ($(** +1) - #(<*/-1)) 
is the term of Y(B) corresponding to ay _ t < Xj < â  and the terms of Y(B') are of the 
form 
Sj = f(*'q + mj) (9(*j) - 0(<*h + mj)) + / « + m,-l) ( ^ K + m,) ~ .^A+mj-l)) + ••• 
- + / K ) ( t f K + l ) - « ( « i - l ) ) -
The difference ŝ  — sj consists of m + 1 terms of the form 
^i)-AUW«)-«(')) 
where |ti — t?| < 5 (since | / ) | < 5) and either u or v equals to some at. Hence 
\f(*j) - / K + « ) ) (*(«) - *(-)). < 2M . (e/2Mfc) = ejk 
and 
\sj — s}| < e(m^ + l)/fc = emj/fc + ejk. 
If the interval (ay-1- a )̂ does not contain points from D then the corresponding terms 
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from Y(B) and Y(B') are equal. Hence we have 
\Y(B)-Y(B')\<eYl(mJ + l)lk 
where the sum on the right hand side is taken over all j for which (<Xj_ l9 ay) contains 
points from 25. The number of such intervals is at most fc — 1 and Y™j .= ki this 
yields 
\Y(B) - Y(B')| < e(l + ((fc - l)/fc) < 2e. 
In this way we obtain 
Y(B) - Y^fdgl = \Y(B) - Y(B')\ + Y(B
f) - Y f fdg\ < 3s 
J a I J a I 
for all Be &(D)9 \D\ < e, i.e. NYftfdg exists and is equal to y/*/dg . 
If g9 h e BV(a9 b)9 f: [a, fc] -> R9 \f(t)\ = M for all t e [a, b] and if B = {a0, t l f 
a l f..., T , a*} e 38(D) for some I) = {a0,..., ak} e 9f then we denote 
Y„(B) = £f(a,) Ah(a,) + £/(r,.) ( % , - ) - h(a,._1+)) 
1 = 0 J= l 
and similarly T̂ (J3) denotes the Young sum for g (cf. (1,4)). 
Evidently the inequality 
(1.6) \Yg(B)-Yh(B)\^Mvzra(g-h) 
holds. 
Similarly for / , / : [a, fc] -* i? and # G J5V(a, fc) we have 
(1.7) |7'(B) - r '(B)| ^ sup |/(0 - / ( 0 | varj , 
re[o,6] 
fc fc 
for any Be#(i)) , De®, where Yf(B) = £/(«,)M«.») + I /<^) («(« ; - ) ~ 
;=o i= i 
- 0(«;-i+)) and similarly for y'(B) (cf. (1,4)). 
The inequality (1,6) immediately leads to the following 
Proposition 1,2. (cf. II. 19.3.9 in [2]). If g„, g e BV(a, b),n = 1,2,... lira varj(g„ -
J1-+00 
- g) = 0, / : [a, fc] -• £, |/(*)| ^ M for all t e [a, fc] and y J«/d^„ exists for all 
n = 1, 2, . . . ffcen fcof/t y J*/d^f and lim Y$bafdgn exist and are equal. 
л->oo 
- Corollary 1,2. J/ gb e BV(a9 fc) is a pure break function and f : [a, b] -+ R is 
bounded (\f(t)\ £ M for te [a, fc]) then Yjafdgb exists and we have Yjlfdgb = 
Proof. To every pure break function gbeBV(a, fc) there exists a sequence gne 
eBV(a, fc), n = 1, 2, . . . of break functions with a finite number of discontinuities 
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such that lim varjj (gn - g) = 0. Therefore by Proposition 1,2 it is sufficient to prove 
II-+CO 
that Yjafdg exists for any pure break function g e BV(a, b) with a finite number of 
discontinuities at the points {tu ..., tv} c [a, b]; let us now prove it: we choose 
an arbitrary D = {a0, a l5..., ak} e 3) such that [tl9..., tv} c 5. For every B = 
= {ao> TIJ a1?..., rk, ock} e £&(D), D > 5 w e have 
Y(B) = £/(«;) M a , ) + i / ( T , ) ^ ( « j - ) - <7(«j-i+)) = if(h)*g(tt) 
/ = 1 J = l i-=l 
because g(ay—) — ^ay^- f ) = 0 for all ./ = 1, 2,..., fc and Ag(ay) = 0 if ay £ 
^ {fl5..., *V}. This implies the existence of Y§af dg and moreover we have obtained 
the equality 
rCfdg^if^Agiu). 
From the inequality (1,7) we obtain 
Proposition 1,3. (cf. II. 19.3.8 in [2]). If fn : [a, b] -» fl, limf, = / uniformly 
in [a, b], g e BV(a, b) and if Yjbfn dg exists for all n = 1, 2, . . . then Yj
bf dg as 
well as lim Y jafn dg exist and are equal. 
n-*oo 
Corollary 1,3. Iff, g e BV(a, b) then Yjbaf dg exists. 
Proof. It is known that every / e BV(a, b) is representable as the uniform limit of 
a sequence fn of step-functions on [a, b] (see for example 7.3.2.1 in [1]), i.e. 
every fn is a pure break function with a finite number of points of discontinuity 
{ti,t2,...,tVn} cz [a, b]. We prove that yj*f,d^ exists for all n = 1,2,... Let 
D e Si be an arbitrary subdivision of [a, b] with {tl912,..., tVn} c D; let be D >• B, 
B = {a0, Tl5..., %k, a j G &(D) and let us suppose that a < tt < ... < tVn < b. 
Hence using the fact that the function fn is constant with values f(a),f(^-f-), 
i = 1,..., v„ - 1, f(b) in the intervals [a, tt), (*,, ti+1) i = 1,..., vn - 1, (tVn, b] 
respectively, we obtain 
Y(B) = ifj(*j)*g<*j) + Zfn(h)(9(«J-) - 0(«y-i+)) = 
j = 0 j=l 
= f(a) A+g(a) + ^/( tO àg(ti) + f(b) A~g(b)+ 
1 = 1 
+ f(a+)(g(h-) - g(a+)) + !/(<.+)(a(f,+ 1 - ) - g(ti+)) + 
i = l 
+ f(b-)(g(b-) - g(tyn+)) = if(tt) Ag(tt) +! / ( . ,+)(^ f + 1-) - g(ti+)) + 
І--1 i « l 
+ f(a) (g(h -) - g(a)) + f(b) (g(Ь) - g(tVa+)), 
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i.e. the Young sum depends only on tu ..., tVn and is independent of the choice of 
D> D and B e 38(D). This implies that the integral Y jlfn dg exist and has the value 
Y(B) evaluated above. 
The analogous argument gives the same result if a. = tt or b = tVn. The existence 
of Y JJ/ dg follows now from Proposition 1,3. 
2. THE KURZWEIL INTEGRAL 
Let for any T e [a, b] a S = <5(T) > 0 be given (i.e. 5 : [a, b] -> (0, + oo)). 
Put 
(2.1) * S = {(T, t) e R2; a = % = b, % - <5(T) ^ t = x + <5(T)} 
and denote by 9> -= /^(a, b) the system of all such sets SeR1. Any set S e ^ can 
be evidently characterized by a function <5: [a, b] -» (0, + oo). 
We consider finite sequences of numbers A = {a0, xu a l9..., xk, ak) such that 
(2.2) a = a0 < a t < ... < afc = b , 
(2.3) ay-! ^ Ty ̂  ay , j == 1,..., fc . 
For a given set S e e ,̂ AL is called a subdivision of [a, b] subordinate to S if 
(2.4) (* />0 e S f o r ^ [ ay_ l 5 ay ] , j = 1, 2,.. . , k . 
The set of all subdivisions A of [a, b] subordinate to S e ^ let be denoted by A(S) 
(cf. Definition 1,1,3 in [3]). In [3], Lemma 1,1,1 it is proved that A(S) 4= 0 for any 
SeST. 
Let / : [a, b] -> R, g : [a, b] -» R be given. For every AL = {a0, T!, au ..., xk9 cck} 
satisfying (2,2) and (2,3) we put 
(2.5) K(A) = if(xj)(g(^-g(^j.1)). 
1=i 
Definition 2,1. The function f :[a,b] -+ R is Stieltjes integrable on the interval 
\a9 b] with respect to g : [a, b] -» JR in ffee sense of Kurzweil if there is a number I 
such that to every s > 0 there exists such a set Se 6? that 
(2.6) \K(A) -I\<e 
if AeA(S). The number I will be denoted by K j*fdg and called the Kurzweil 
integral off with respect to g on [a, b]. 
The following proposition is an obvious consequence of the completeness of JR 
andofDef. 2,1: 
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Proposition 2,1. Let f, g : [a, b] -> .R. The integral K fifdg exists if and only if 
for any e > 0 there is asetSeSf such that 
(2.7) \K(At) - K(A2)\ < B 
for all Al9A2e A(S). 
Remark 2,1. The above Def. 1. follows the definition given in [3] (see 1.2 in [3]). 
In [3] the notation J* DU(x91) with U(x9 t) = f(x) g(t) is used instead of our symbol 
K ftfdg. Some fundamental theorems (additivity etc), about the Kurzweil integral 
can be found in [3] (cf. 1,3 in [3]). 
Remark 2,2. It is almost evident that if the Riemann-Stieltjes norm integral 
NR ftfdg exists then also the Kurzweil integral K ftfdg exists and both integrals 
are equal. To prove this fact it is sufficient to set <5(T) = \D\ for any s > 0 where D 
is the subdivision from Def. 1,1. 
Though it is not immediately apparent, the Kurzweil integral from Def. 2,1 is 
equivalent to the Perron-Stieltjes integral if we suppose g e BV(a9 b). 
Remark 2,3. For given finite / : [a, b] -> R9 g e BV(a9 b) we denote by P ftfdg 
the Perron-Stieltjes integral of the point function / with respect to the additive 
function G of a interval in [a, b] which is defined by the relation G(l) = g(d) — g(c) 
for / = [c, d] c [a, b].(cf. [4]). 
The following theorem states the result promised above. 
Theorem 2,1. Let f : [a, b] -> £ be finite, g e BV(a9 b). Then the integral K ftfdg 
exists if and only if the integral P jlfdg exists and both integrals have the same 
value. 
Proof. 1. Let P jafdg exist. From the definition (cf. [4]) we have: For any e > 0 
there is a major function U and a minor function V*) (17 and Vare additive functions 
of interval in [a, b]) off with respect to G such that 
(2.8) l/([a, b]) - V([a, b]) < e 
Let St : [a, b] -> (0, -f oo), 52 : [a, b] -» (0, + oo) be the function occuring in the 
definition of the minor function Vand the major function U, respectively. Let us put 
5(x) -= min (<5I(T), 52(X)) for any x e [a, b] and let S e Sf be the set which corresponds 
to 8 : [a, b] -*• (0, H-oo) by (2,1). We suppose that an arbitrary A = {a0, T1? a x , . . . 
*) An additive function of an interval Vis said to be a minor function of/with respect to G 
on [at b] if to each point x e [a, b] there corresponds a number Sx -= dx(x) > 0 such that 
V(fo<fl) ^f(T)G([c, d\)=f(x)(g(d)—g(c)) for every interval [c9d] such that T e [c, d] and 
\d — e\ < St(x). The major function U is defined analogously. 
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•.., Tk, afc} e A(S) is given. The properties of a subdivision from A(S) as well as those 
of a major and minor function guarantee the inequality 
Vfl>,_., a,]) £f(xj)(g(*j) - g(aJ.l)) £ U(\*j_u «/]) 
for anyf = 1, 2,. . . , fe. Hence the additivity of U and Vimplies 
Vila, bj) S tf(tj) (g(aj) - g(aJ.l)) = K(A) ^ U([a, &]). 
From (2,8) we obtain in this way the inequality |lSL4i) — K(42)| < e for a\lA1,A2e 
6 A(S) which means that by Prop. 2,1 the integral K jlfdg exists. Considering that 
P J./dt7 = inf U([fl, b]) = supV([a, b]) we have evidently also K ftfdg = 
= Pjlfdg.v 
2. Now we suppose that K JJ / d# exists. Let an arbitrary e > 0 be given. According 
to Prop. 2,1 we choose a set S e S? (characterized by 5 : [a, b] -• (0, + oo)) such that 
(2.9) \K(A±) - K(A2)\ < e 
for all Al9 A2 e A(S). 
For a given T, a < T ^ b let Ar be a subdivision of [a, T] subordinate to S(AX e 
e A(S9 T), A(S9 T) is the set of all subdivisions of [a, T] subordinated to S). Let us 
define 
M(T) = sup K(AX), m(x) = inf K(AX) , 
Af(a) = m(a) = 0. We put U([c9 d]) = Af(d) - M(c)9 V([c9 d]) = m(d) - m(c) for 
[c, d] c [a, fe]. Hence by definition and by (2,9) we have 
(2.10) 0 = U([a9 b]) - V([a9 b]) = M(b) - m(b) = 8 . 
U is a major function of/ with respect to G: Let <5 : [a, b] -» (0, + oo) be the function 
which characterizes the set S. For fixed T e [a, fc] let [c, d] c [a, 6], T G [C, d], 
|d — c\ < d(%). Then by definition 
I.Є. 
f(x) G(\c, d]) + M(c) = Дт) (g(d) - g(c)) + Af(c) û M(d) , 
Дт) G([c, d]) ѓ M(d) - Af(c) = U([c, d]) . 
In a similar ŷay it can be proved that Vis a minor function of/ with respect to G 
in [a, ft]. 
The existence of the Perron-Stieltjes integral P JcJ/dg follows immediately from 
(2,10). 
Definition 2,2. Let g : [a, ft] -+ R be given. A point t e [a, ft] is called a point of 
variability of the function g if to every e > 0 there is a t' e [a, ft], |f — t'\ < e 
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such that g(t) =4= g(t'). The set of all points of variability of g in [a, b] is denoted 
by Vg while Cg = [a, b] - Vr 
It is easy to prove that the set Vg is closed in [a, b]. 
Proposition 2,2. Letfuf2, g : [a, b] -> RJ^t) = f2(t)for t G Vg and let K # / , dg 
exist. Then K jaf2 dg exists and equals K $
bft dg. 
Proof. For every T G Cg = [a, b] — Vg there is by definition a S(x) > 0 such that 
for all T' G [a, 6], |T — T'| < <5(T) we have g(x) = g(x'). Since K $hafx dg exists, we 
can choose to every e > 0 a set S G Sf (characterized by a function <5 : [a, b] -> 
-> (0, + oo)) such that 
(2,11) ІMb) Ш - *(«;-.)) - * ľ/i dffl < e 
for any A = {a0, T19 a l 5..., xk, ak} c A.(S). We define <5*(T) = <5(T) for xeVg and 
<5*(T) = min (<5(T), S(T)/2) for x e Cff; evidently <5*(T) ^ <5(T) for all x e [a, b] and 
S* c= S if S* G 5^ is the set in R2 characterized by the function <5* : [a, b] -* (0, + oo). 
Let further A e A(S*), then also A e A(S) and (2,11) holds for any A = {a0, xu au ... 
..., Tfc, ak}G^(S*). If r^GCg then we have from (2,3) that \t - Xj\ ^ <5*(T,) ^ 
^ <5(TJ)/2 < 5(xj) for all rG [a y_ l 5 a,] and therefore gfa) — gfaj-t) = 0. Hence 
for all A = {a0, T1? a1 ?..., xk, a j G A(S) we have by assumption 
£M*J)(9(«J) - g(*j-i)) = hf2fa)(g(*j) ~ *fa-i)) 
./ = ! J = -
and by (2,11) also 
I/ifo) (*(«;) - *(«J-i)) - * f /i d*| < fi 
1=1 Ja I 
for any A e A(S*). This completes the proof. 
Proposition 2,3. Let gh g G BV(a, b), / = 1, 2, . . . and lim var* (#, - g) = 0. 
J-*oo 
Further we assume that for f : [a, b] -* R it is \f(t)\ ^ Mfor all t G [a, b] and fhaf 
K $bafdgl exists for all I = 1, 2, . . . Then a/so K j
bfdg and the limit limK jbfdgt 
exist and the equality *~*°° 
limKf/d^-Kf/d^ 
*-*°° Ja Ja 
holds. 
Proof. For every subdivision A = {a0, xi9 a l5..., xk, a j we have evidently 
(2,12) • \K(A) - K{A)\ = Af . var» (g - ffl) 
where K/(-4) is the Kurzweil sum for / and gt. 
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Let e > 0 be given. We choose l0 such that var* (gt — g) < sJ4M for / > l0b. 
(If M == 0 then the proposition is evidently valid.) Since K jlfdgt exists for all Z we 
can find for a given / > 10 a set S e Sf such that for any Al9A2e A(S) we have 
\KJ(At) - K(A2)\ < e/2 (cf. Prop. 3,1). Hence 
\K(At) ~ K(A2)\ = \K(At) - K{At)\ + \Kt(At) - Kt(A2)\ + \Kt(A2) - K(A2)\ rg 
£2MvMba(gi- g) + e / 2 < 8 
for any ii l f A2 G A(S) and X J*/ d# exists by Prop. 2,1. The other part of the proposi-
tion is a consequence of the inequality (2,12). 
Corollary 2,1. / / gbeBV(a9 b) is a pure break function and f: [a, b] -> R is 
bounded then K ^bafAgb exists and we have K ^
h
afAgb = £ f(t) Agb(t). 
.e[a,&] 
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Corollary 1,2 it is sufficient to prove that 
K jlfdg exists for any pure break function g e BV(a9 b) which is discontinuous at 
V 
the points of a finite set {tl9 tl9...9 tv}c [a, b\ and that K J*fdg = £/(*,) A^(^). 
i = i 
Let us suppose that a ^ tx < t2 < ... tv < b and let us define 
S(x) = iQ(x9{a9tl9...9tv9b}) 
for T G (a, fe), T #= ti9 i = 1,..., v, where g is the Euclidean distance; further we define 
A;. = max <5(T) , j = 1,..., v - 1 
ie(tj,tj+0 
and Aa = max <5(T), AV = max <5(T) if a < tl9 tv < b9 respectively and we set <5(a) = 
te(a,fi) te(tv,b) 
= 8(tj) -= 5(b) = A, j = 1,..., v, where A = min (A;). In this way we have defined 
j 
a function 8 : [a, b] -• (0, + oo) which provides a set S defined by (2,1). 
Let now A = {a0, xl9 al9..., Tfc, ak} e A(S). By definition we have [o,-i, a7] c: 
c_ [xj — <5(T/), T> + $(xj)~\ for any j = 1,..., k and the following assertions are valid: 
1) if Xj e{a9tl9...9 tV9 b} then fa - o,_ 11 ̂  2<3(T,) = 2A and [a,._ 1? a,.] n 
n{a>tl9...9tv9b} = Xj9 
2) if xj $ {a, fl9..., fv, b} then ^ - a,._±\ = 28(xj) = ig(xj9 {a, tl9..., tv9 b}) and 
therefore [ay-j., <*/] n {a> f1?..., ty9 b} = 0. 
Hence {a, r l9..., fv, fe} c {xl9..., T*} and 
^ ) = if(xj) (g(«j) - <7(a,-i)) = f(a) (g(a+) - g(a)) + 
+ if(tt)(g(n+) - g(tt-))+f(b)(g(b) - g(b-)) = if(u)*g(td 
,«1 .=1 
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for any A e A(S), i.e. K ftfdg exists and equals £/(**) Ag(f,). This proves the corol-
lary. i==1 
Proposition 2,4. Let T c (a, b) be given such that [a, b] - T is dense in [a, b] 
(i.e. [a, b] - T = [a, b]) and Zef0(f) = 0/0r r e [a, b] - T. IfKfifdg exists then 
necessarily K Ja/dg = 0. 
Proof. For any <5 : [a, b] -> (0, +oo) we choose from the system of intervals 
(T - <5(T), T + <5(T)), T e [a, b] a finite system (%J - <5(T,), T,- + <5(T,.)) = J,-, j = 1,... 
k * 
..., fc such that Ty < xj+1, [a, b] c \J Jj and [a, b] - U Jj # 0 for any r = 
= 1,..., fc. Hence Jj n JJ + 1 4= 0 is an interval for all j = 1,..., fc — 1 and the 
density of [a, b] — T implies that there is an a,, e (Jj n Jj+i) n ([a, b] - T) for 
j = 1,..., fc — 1. If we set a0 = a, otk = b, then we evidently obtain a subdivision 
-4 = {a0, T19 ttl9..., Tk, ak} e A(S), where S is determined by <5 (cf. (2,1)) and g(ott) = 0 
for i = 0, 1,..., fc. Hence we have K(-4) = 0 for this subdivision A and our proposi-
tion follows immediately from Def. 2,1. 
Example 2,1 (due to I. Vrkoc). Let g(ij(l + 1)) = T\ I = 1, 2,..., g(t) = 0 for 
t e[0,1] - {1/(Z + l)}r=i. Evidently g e BV(a, b). Let us put /(l/(/ + 1)) = 2\ 
f(t) = 0 for te[0, 1] - {1/(Z + l ) } ^ . We show that the integral K ftfdg does 
not exist. For an arbitrary <5 : [0, 1] -» (0, + oo) we set a0 = T0 = 0. Since l/(Z + 1) -* 
-> 0 for / -» oo, in (0, 8(0)) there exists a point of the form l/(/0 + 1). We set further 
at = Tt = l/(/0 + 1) and choose points a2,..., afc and T2. ..., tk such that A. = 
= {a0, T1? a l5..., Tfc, <xk} e A(S) where S is the set given by 5 (cf. (2,1)) and g(<Xj) = 0 
forj = 2,..., fc. 
This choice of A e A(S) yields 
K(A) = £f(ij)(g(*j) - flfa-O =/(T0g(ai) = 
= /(l/(/0 + l))g(l/(/0 + 1) =/ ( l / ( / 0 + l))^(l/(/0 + 1)) = 1 
for any <5 : [0, 1] -> (0, + oo). Hence the integral K ftfdg cannot exist. Indeed, if it 
existed, its value would be zero by Prop. 2,4 the set T = {l/(Z + l)}S=i having all 
properties required in Prop. 2,4. However, for any S we have constructed anAE A(S) 
such that K(A) = 1 and Definition 2,1 yields a contradiction with the existence 
ofKftfdg. 
The set T = {1/(Z + 1 ) } ^ = Vg is the set of all points of variability of g. The 
function g is evidently of bounded variation in [0,1] (g € BV(0,1)). By Prop. 2,2 the 
integral K ftfdg does not exist for g given above and for any arbitrary function / 
satisfying/(1/(Z + 1)) = 2 " 1 , / : [0,1] € R (e.g. for the function from Example 1,1). 
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In this way functions g e BV(0,1) are constructed such that the Young integral 
Yjofdg exists but the Kurzweil integral K jo fdg does not. 
3. COMPARISON OF Y fdg AND K fdg FOR g e BV{at b) 
J a J a 
In this section we assume that g e BV(a, b), f: [a, b] -> R and Yjafdg exist?* 
The aim of our study is to find additional properties of/and g guaranteeing the exis-
tence of the integral K jafdg. 
For the function g e BV(a, b) let us denote by Ns c (a, b) the set of all points 
t e (a, b) of discontinuity of the function g for which g(t—) = g(t+), i.e. 
Ns = {te(a, b); g(t-) = g(t+), g(t) * g(t-)} 
and let us define g^t) = #(0 "~ #(*-) f o r feNs, g^t) = 0 for re [a, b] - Ns; 
we have evidently gseBV(a, b) because var* #s = 2 £ (g(t) - g(t-)) < var*#. 
teNs 
In Prop. 1,1 we have proved that Yjafdgs exists for any function / : [a, b] -> R 
&ndY$bafdgs = 0. 
We denote further gR = g — grs; evidently gR e BV(a, b) and if gR(t+) = gR(t—) 
then flfn(0 = #*(*—)> i.e. gfK is continuous at all points of continuity of g as well as 
for all t e Ns. 
Since Yjafdgs exists by the assumption, the integral Y$afdgR exists as well and 
equals Yftfdg - Yftfdgs = Yftfdg. Using the existence of YJ
bfdgR we obtain 
from Theorem 1,2 that / i s bounded on a finite number of closed intervals which are 
complementary to a finite number of open intervals on which the function gR is 
constant. It is possible to assume that |/(t)| ^ M for all t e [a, 6]; in the opposite 
case we set/ = / o n the set on which/is bounded and/ = 0 otherwise. By Corollary 
1,1 the existence of Y jlfdgR is equivalent to the existence of Y $afdgR and we have 
YJh0fdgR - ytf/dfct. 
Now we uset the usual decomposition gR = gc + gRb of gR e BV(a, b) into the 
continuous part gc and a pure break function gRb. Corollary 1,2 guarantees the exis-
tence of YjafdgRb and so we obtain also the existence of Yj^fdgc. Moreover, we 
have 
Y [bfdgRb = X f(t) AgRb(t) = £ f(t) Ag(t) . 
Ja fe[a,b] fe[a,b] 
Since #c e BV(a, b) is continuous the norm integral NY$afdgc exists by Theorem 1,5 
and by Theorem 1,4 also the Riemann-Stieltjes norm integral NR$afdgc exists. 
From Remark 2,2 the existence of K jafdgc and the equality K jafdgc = Yj
bfdgc 
immediately follows. Further, Corollary 2,1 implies the existence of K jafdgRb 
since the function / is bounded, and also the equality K jlfdgRb = YjafdgRb. 
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Hence the integral K jafdgR = K jjafdgc + K ^fdg^ exists; this statement is an 
easy consequence of Prop. 2,2. 
We can summarize the above results for the case Ns = 0 in the following 
Theorem 3,1. Iff: [a, fc] -» R, g -• BV(a, b is such that g(t+) = g(t-) for some 
i e (a, b) implies g(t) = g(t-) and if Yjafdg exists, then also K jafdg exists and 
both integrals are equal. 
In the general case, i.e. if Ns 4= 0 the existence of Yjafdg implies not necessarily 
the existence of K jaf dg. This fact is shown in Example 2,1. 
If we suppose that / i s bounded on N^\f(t)\ ^ M for t e Ns) then we define/(f) = 
= f(t) for t e Ns,J(t) = 0 for t e [a, b] - Ns. Hence/is bounded and from Corollary 
2,1 we obtain the existence of K $baJdgs while Prop. 2,2 guarantees the existence of 
K jafdgs. Corollary 2,1 gives moreover K jafdgs = 0 because g^t) = gs(t+) — 
- gs(t-) = 0 for all t e [a, b]. This yields the following 
Theorem 3,2. If/: [a, h] -» R, \f(t)\ = M for t e Ns, g e BV(a, b) and Yftf dg 
exists then K J*/d# exists and both integrals are equal. 
Remark 3,1. Evidently, if the set Ns is finite, then the boundedness of/ on Ns can 
T>e omitted. 
Corollary 3,1. Iff, g e BV(a, b) then K # / d g exists and equals Yjbafdg. 
Proof. This statement follows from Corollary 1,3 which states the same result for 
the Young integral, from the boundedness of/ and from Theorem 3,2# 
Finally, we mention the kno^n fact (see [1]), that if we set [a, &] = [0,1], g(t) = 
= t, f(t) = sin (ljt) - (ljt) cos (1/r), for t e (0, l],/(0) = 0 then the Perron integral 
P Hfdg exists and by Theorem 2,1 also the integral K jlfdg exists. It is also known 
that for this choice of/ and g the Riemann integral does not exist. Since g(t) = t is 
continuous in [0,1] we obtain that Yjofdg cannot exist (cf. Theorems 1,3, 1,4) and 
so we have an example of functions g e BV(a, b), f : [a, b] -» JR such that K jafdg 
exists but Y\bafdg does not. 
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